A TDPUD safety expert demonstrates how a simple mylar balloon can wreak havoc on a transformer.

Right: An electrical display using 7,200 volts of live power-SHOCKING!

To find out what this means, schedule a Learn or Burn Demo or attend the next public meeting. Visit www.tdpud.org/events

Display Specifications
The Learn or Burn Display unit requires a space at least 25 feet wide and 15 feet deep, with a ceiling height of at least 10 feet. A 50 amp plug is also required. If preferred location is outside, a full tent must be provided. Although a ground floor location is ideal, locations involving steps, elevators, and ramps are not completely ruled out. An onsite inspection will be conducted prior to scheduling to assure the specs can be met. It is our goal to accommodate each presentation request.

Learn More
To learn more about attending or scheduling an upcoming Learn or Burn presentation, please email Bob Springer at learnorburn@tdpud.org.

This demonstration will PREVENT ACCIDENTS and SAVE LIVES

Employee Safety Meetings (1 hr)
Arm your employees with information that could save their lives and the lives of their co-workers. Learn or Burn includes NFPA 70E and OSHA information, a live lockout/tagout program, and specific instructions on OSHA’s minimum approach distance to overhead power lines.

First Responder Trainings (2.5 hrs)
In this presentation, fire departments, police departments, paramedics, and all first responders will learn how to react quickly and safely in a variety of emergency situations involving electricity. This comprehensive demonstration includes policies and procedures for safe utility disconnects.

School Assemblies (45 mins)
All children ages 7 and up should learn to respect the danger of electricity in their homes and the power of electrical lines outside their front doors. The school assembly Learn or Burn presentation is a dynamic, fun, and engaging demonstration using 7200 volts of live electric power.

Community Events (30 mins)
The live Learn or Burn demonstration is a conscientious, unique and exciting addition to any community event.

“Peanut” shows attendees how a live squirrel can create a power outage.
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